
Goldfields School internal Evaluation

Provision of learning in the Digital Technology Curriculum

Question of practice
Are we implementing the NZC Digital Technologies
Curriculum by providing opportunities across the two
strands?

● Computational thinking for digital technologies
● Designing and developing digital outcomes

Indicators
1. Teachers follow the Goldfields Curriculum plan

for digital technologies.
2. Children have opportunities to use a range of

digital technologies at school.
3. Digital device use is not limited to use of drill and

skill apps, word processing and slide shows.

Investigative questions (noticing, resources, teacher capability, student outcomes)
● Do children have genuine learning opportunities that link to their use of devices?
● Are children leveraging digital technologies for learning?
● Is device use limited to apps for skill and drill or for viewing and presenting purposes?
● Are children given opportunities for developing computational thinking skills?
● Do teachers have the skills and resources needed to provide programmes that meet the demands of the

Technology curriculum and in particular the digital technology strands?

Making sense of our findings (what does this mean for
our school?)
Children have access to devices in all classes and children
in the middle and senior school can opt to bring their own
device to use at school.

● Devices are used in most classes daily and were
an important part of our COVID 19 lockdown
distance learning delivery.

● Teachers use digital technologies as a tool for
delivering content and provide opportunities for
students to:

○ Write and use presentation tools e.g.
slide shows

○ Use learning games and apps e.g. Maths
Buddy and STEPS

○ Research and locate information
● There are less opportunities for students to:

○ Explore computational thinking through
coding activities and problem solving

○ Create using digital technologies e.g.
movie making, app creation.

● Teachers have not had opportunities to work with
the finalised documentation for the digital
technologies curriculum.

What is happening now?
The end of year student survey for 2021 included
questions about the use of technologies at school.
Children were asked about the technologies they had
used and what they had used technologies for.

● Children all have opportunities to use digital
technologies at school.

● Chrome books and iPads are the most commonly
used devices with 85% and 80% respectively
using these devices

● Most children have used devices for word
processing (writing)

● Most children have used devices to play learning
games or use learning apps i.e. STEPS and Maths
Buddy

● Most children have used devices to take
photographs and video

● Most respondents in Y4-6 had used technologies
for creating slideshows and a Google site

● 47% of respondents reported that they had done
coding using Scratch or blue bots

● Less than 30% of respondents had used devices
to make movies, create music or create their own
quizzes, kahoots or QR codes.

Recommendations
● A school focus on genuine learning opportunities to leverage digital technologies
● In school professional learning focus on the school documentation and implementation of the curriculum plan
● Use in school expertise on the use of school resources for coding and creation of digital outcomes
● Leverage digital through school wide project based learning based on ‘The Great Pacific Migration’
● Collaborate with other users of the Maatauranga website and resources.

Report prepared by Anna Harrison, Principal, January 17 2022



Supporting information for the internal evaluation
Attached Documentation:

● Graphs from 2021 End of Year Student Survey
● Goldfields School Curriculum documentation for the Digital Technologies Curriculum



Digital Technology Curriculum
Progress Outcome Breakdown - Levels that apply to a primary setting
Computational Thinking - Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes

COMPUTATIONAL THINKING
“Students will develop an understanding of computer science principles that underlie all digital technologies. They’ll
learn core programming concepts so that they can become creators of digital technology, not just users.”

Progress Outcome 1 -
Level 1

Progress Outcome 2 -
Level 3

Progress Outcome 3 -
Level 4 (Y7&8)

Decomposition use their decomposition skills to break

down simple non-computerised tasks

into precise, unambiguous, step-by-step

instructions

give, follow and debug simple

algorithms in computerised and

non-computerised contexts.

decompose problems into step-by-step

instructions

Create programmes give these instructions, identify any

errors in them as they are followed, and

correct them (simple debugging).

create simple programs involving

outputs and sequencing (putting

instructions one after the other) in

age-appropriate programming

environments.

create algorithms for computer

programs

Prediction predict the behaviour of the programs,

and they understand that there can be

more than one algorithm for the same

problem

Debugging develop and debug simple programs

that use inputs, outputs, sequence and

iteration (repeating part of the

algorithm with a loop)

Data storage They understand that digital devices

store data using just two states

represented by binary digits (bits).



DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING DIGITAL OUTCOMES
“Students will learn how to design quality, fit-for-purpose digital solutions.”

Progress Outcome 1 -
Level 2

Progress Outcome 2 -
Level 4 (Y7&8)

Create and access

files
students participate in teacher-led activities to

develop, manipulate, store, retrieve, and share digital

content in order to meet technological challenges

students make decisions about creating, manipulating,

storing, retrieving, sharing, and testing digital content

for a specific purpose, given particular parameters,

tools, and techniques.

Device Purposes

identify digital devices and their purposes and

understand that humans make them

They understand that digital devices impact on

humans and society and that both the devices and

their impact change over time.

Applications know how to use some applications, they can identify

the inputs and outputs of a system
identify the key features of selected software and

choose the most appropriate software and file types

to develop and combine digital content.

Storage and

systems

understand that digital devices store content, which

can be retrieved later. Students identify the specific role of components in a

simple input-process-output system and how they

work together, and they recognise the "control role”

that humans have in the system.

Goldfields School Digital Skill Development
Device - Application/Tool

Beginning Goldfields Leavers

iPad ● Handling the iPad
● Charging - understanding that

they have a battery
● Basic gestures
● Waking, putting to sleep and

turning off
● Camera tool - taking photos,

switch between forward and
back facing camera

● Taking photos and videos
(composition, focus etc)

● Parts (all buttons, edges and
faces)

● Understand home screen and
how to get back to it

● Uses for iPad
● Switching between apps

● Search for apps and moving
between apps

● Opening internet browser
● Deleting photos and creating

albums
● Creating albums in Photos
● Simple editing in photos app
● Close apps
● Finding images for reuse

(Photos for Class, Unsplash,
google image search with
filters)

● Screen recording
● Use Airdrop to share
● Take a screenshot - home

button + top button
● Understand that iPads store

content on the device and can
access the internet

● Managing some settings
● Access and manage control

center
● If own iPad - personalising,

creating folders for apps,
deleting apps, setting
background pictures etc

https://support.apple.com/en-nz/guide/ipad/ipad2c09c4d4/ipados
https://www.photosforclass.com/


Chromebook ● With support create,
remember and use reliable
passwords

● Log in and log off
● Drag and drop (hold down

with one finger (L hand) and
another finger to drag (R
hand))

● Shortcuts - copy, paste +
duplicate

● Highlight text
● Zoom in and out (ctrl + and -,

0 for default zoom)
● Secondary ‘right’ click
● Navigate in Chrome to G Suite
● Open tabs and go to new

websites
● Create bookmarks to

commonly visited places
● Set home screen image
● Find downloaded files
● Take a screenshot
● Control volume, screen

brightness etc
● Adjust settings for personal

preference/accessibility

● Independently create,
remember and use reliable
passwords

● Adjust settings for personal
preference/accessibility

● Resize objects
● Know and use some keyboard

shortcuts for efficiency

Laptops ● Some basic keyboard
experience - unplugged is fine!
(sight words, spelling, name,
goldfields, school)

Setup of
devices

● iPads labelled clearly with
students

● Apps and shortcuts are
organised and clear

● Digital skills lessons for basics
with iPads

● iPads and Chromebooks have
groupings of students on
them at start of year

● Digital skills lessons as part of
routine

● Good practice for passwords
● Sites - ePortfolios

Skill Development
Applications/Tools - CREATE -  ADD CONTENT (Quality) - SHARE

Beginning Goldfields Leavers

G Suite ● Navigate between G Suite
apps using the ‘waffle’

● Access learning through
Google Classroom/Hapara
Workspace/Seesaw

● Create and store content in
Drive

● Manage folders and files in
Google Drive - create, move,
copy, share

● Use Google Docs and Slides
independently and
collaboratively - adding
images, working in tables,
voice typing, hyperlinks,
formatting text

● Use Jamboard to collaborate
with others

● Explore Drawings, Forms,
Maps, Sheets, Sites etc, as
appropriate - collaborate,
share, explore design features

● Use Gmail to send emails,
understand what function
emails serve and the etiquette
for emailing

● Manage inbox with labels
● Create interactive, dynamic

media
● Find videos on YouTube using

filters
● Create YouTube playlists
● Turn on subtitles and captions
● Change video speed in

YouTube/Drive
● Understand that YouTube

shows you results based on
your previous searches and
trying to keep you there
(algorithm)!

https://support.google.com/chromebook/answer/183101?hl=en
https://support.google.com/chromebook/answer/183101?hl=en
https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/152911349821450391/
https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/152911349821450391/


Chrome ● Open chrome
● Navigate to waffle
● Navigate to bookmarked sites
●

● Open new tabs with shortcut
(ctrl + t)

● Understand how to move
between multiple tabs

● Closing tabs
● Bookmark important places
● Can search with guidance and

support (Google Search
Education)=

● Use tools when image
searching

● Use the omnibox for searching

● Use the Chrome web store to
find and use appropriate apps
- take into consideration the
developer, ratings etc.

● Install appropriate extensions
● Know how to remove apps
● Pin tabs
● Manage, delete, search and

edit bookmarks
● Make changes in settings to

personalise Chrome
● Switch between Chrome

profiles (if they have a
personal one)

● Turn on accessibility features
as needed

● Can use Google to search,
using tools and checking
sources of information

Scratch Scratch Jr - Lara’s Slides
● Use blocks, drag, connect,

remove
● Add new sprites/backgrounds
● Start and end programmes

with green flag and red block
● Tell a linear story (no loops)
● Understand that different

colours represent different
block types

● Find errors in their code and
fix

● Explain what they want to
happen in their programme

● Record sounds to become
part story

● Use speech bubbles
● Have sprites interacting
● Programme sprites to move at

different speeds
● Change numbers on blocks

instead of adding more blocks
● Name the parts of the Scratch

Jr interface - correct names
● Name their programmes
● Use correct language

instructions

Scratch Jr
● Use loops to repeat parts of

their programme
● Debug
● Have transitions between

scenes
● Use messaging blocks

(broadcasting)
● Take photos to become

backgrounds
● Draw and change sprites
● Create interactive

stories/games for other
people

● Pause a sprite
● Differentiate among the

different block categories
● Use control, messaging and

appearance blocks for effect
● Debug more complex

problems

Scratch
● Understand that Scratch is a

website and we use an
internet browser to access it

● Sign in with an account
● Compare blocks with Scratch

Jr
● Use loops for effect and

efficiency
● Identify inputs and outputs

Scratch
● Understand the cartesian

plane that is is the Scratch
stage and use coordinates to
move sprites

● Use a variety of algorithms to
create programmes and
consider their efficiency

● Use others code to remix
● Debug self and others code
● Use broadcasting blocks
● Use comparison blocks
● Use iteration
● Create programmes that are

interactive
● Combine Scratch programmes

with tools such as Makey
Makey and Micro:bit to bring
their code to life

Book Creator ● Use Book Creator app on iPad
● Locate and open existing

books
● Create new books
● Use pen tool
● Take photos/video and use

inside BC
● Record audio
● Change background

colour/theme
● Change font
● Use keyboard to type words

or simple sentences
● Use voice typing to enter text
● Name books + add author
● Share to Seesaw

● Use Book Creator in the
Browser - join Teacher Library

● Create multiple pages
● Insert a range of multimedia

objects onto page
● Change page order
● Share books
● Deleting books

● Embedding into blog or site
● Embedding own content

○ Use direct and link
embedding

● Combining for effect

Other apps use similar skills, therefore progressions would be similar to this.
CREATE -  ADD CONTENT (Quality) - SHARE - becoming more advanced as skills increase.

https://www.google.com/insidesearch/searcheducation/
https://www.google.com/insidesearch/searcheducation/
https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/tips
https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/tips


Popplet -
iMovie -
Stop Motion Studio -
Comic Life -
Puppet Pals -
Kahoot -
3D Expeditions - Google Expeditions

Learning Portfolios
Seesaw - Quality activities and learning experiences.


